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As of 1 August 2007, SourceForge.net hosted more than 150,000 registered open source software projects, and many more projects are available on other sites. With so many OSS choices, it might seem that building a new application is only a matter of finding the appropriate projects and putting them together. In fact, this idea inspired our subtitle, borrowed from a famous 1938 Walt Disney cartoon. In “Boat Builders,” Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, and Goofy try to construct a ship, “Queen Minnie,” from folding parts. They have a blueprint and all the necessary components. So, according to Mickey, “All you do is put it together.” But that proves easier said than done. Some parts behave in unexpected ways, and others simply won’t fit together. In the end, when the ship is launched, everything begins to collapse, and once out at sea, it separates into its parts again.

The experience of Mickey, Donald, and Goofy resembles that of many developers who build software using open source components. OSS projects cover a wide range of topics but often use incompatible technologies. Furthermore, even though the topics might address all developers’ needs, new features and other modifications primarily address project contributors’ interests and wishes.1 The contributors’ needs and experience will also drive the choice of development environment and platform.2 If you want to use OSS widely, you and your team must master several programming languages, interfaces, or network protocols. In other words, even though you get OSS components for free, integrating them usually requires significant time and effort.3 This is especially problematic in early development phases when it’s often unclear whether a system is feasible or acceptable to potential users, and you want to rapidly prototype many alternatives quickly and with minimal effort.4

We’ve developed the Adaptable Multi-Interface Communicator infrastructure to support rapid prototyping from OSS components. AMICO is based on existing middleware platforms for component integration, but it focuses on pragmatic aspects of OSS integration—often absent from existing integration platforms. AMICO satisfies requirements based on our experiences in solving practical problems in several projects.

Middleware infrastructure requirements

Introducing a flexible middleware infrastructure can facilitate component integration and significantly speed up application deploy-
ment. However, existing integration middleware often poses problems for OSS components. Although T.R. Madanmohan and Rahul De argued that OSS gives organizations new options for component-based development similar to commercial off-the-shelf software, using existing COTS middleware systems to support OSS component integration is very difficult. OSS components use such diverse technologies, protocols, and implementation platforms that wrapping the code in COTS-compliant packages is practically impossible. (The “Ambient Intelligence in Interactive TV” sidebar illustrates this diversity in relation to the AMICO examples we describe later.)

Loosely coupled integration seems more appropriate for OSS components because it addresses this heterogeneity and enforces fewer restrictions on the integration. Many application areas have developed infrastructures for loosely coupled component integration. These infrastructures usually provide a shared data store with notification services. For example, the Elvin system is a well-known pure notification service (without data storage), applied successfully to many collaborative applications. The Lotus PlaceHolder system is another notification service, which additionally incorporates a persistent data store that applications can use to manage shared data. Any client changes to this data generate notifications to other interested clients.

Several data repositories have models similar to these notification services. For example, tulespace systems such as Linda, the Stanford EventHeap, and JavaSpaces let applications store untyped tuples of named data elements in the model. However, most of these systems focus on collaborative applications or context-aware computing and don’t easily adapt to other domains.

Infrastructures for service-oriented and related computing applications take a similar approach. For example, the Service-Oriented Device Architecture models devices as services and embeds them on an enterprise service bus. In this way, SODA makes device access and control available to a wide range of enterprise applications. Service-oriented architectures are, however, based on unified interfaces and relatively complex integration standards.

Most existing integration middleware supports only a limited number of programming interfaces, while OSS components use a diverse set of programming languages and communication protocols.

Our experience shows that rapid application development with a broader set of OSS components requires a middleware integration infrastructure that offers the following:

---

**Ambient Intelligence in Interactive TV**

As part of the Information Technology for European Advancement (ITEA) Passepartout project (www.passepartout-project.org), we’ve been exploring novel user interfaces in the interactive TV domain. One project goal was to explore available components for building ambient-intelligence solutions and to develop recommendations for their use. Because predicting how users might accept a particular solution was difficult, we had to rapidly prototype many systems and evaluate them to see how well they supported the project’s vision.

The OSS community has developed many components that support novel interaction modalities. Computer vision alone includes hundreds of freely available pieces of software (see www.cs.cmu.edu/~vli/v-source.html). We’ve used several of these components, such as the Open Computer Vision Library (http://opencvlibrary.sourceforge.net), a collection of algorithms and sample code for computer-vision problems. The HandVu project (www.movesinstitute.org/~kolsch/HandVu/HandVu.html) supports a vision-based hand-gesture interface. There are also several open source speech-recognition platforms, such as CMU Sphinx-4 (http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/sphinx4), as well as many text-to-speech platforms—for example, FreeTTS Text-to-Speech Synthesizer (http://freetts.sourceforge.net) and NeXTeNS Text-to-Speech Synthesizer for Dutch (http://nextens.uvt.nl).

Among the many open source AI-based interface solutions, Sesame (www.openrdf.org) is a Resource Description Framework database, supporting RDF Schema inferencing and querying. KAON (http://kaon.semanticweb.org) is an infrastructure for managing Web Ontology Language-Description Logics, Semantic Web Rule Language, and F-Logic ontologies. ConceptNet (http://web.media.mit.edu/~hugo/conceptnet) is a common-sense knowledge base and natural-language-processing toolkit that supports many practical, real-world, textual-reasoning tasks.

We also used many open source interactive multimedia components. VLC (www.videolan.org) is a highly portable multimedia player for various audio and video formats. Ambulant Player (www.cwi.nl/projects/Ambulant) is a media player that supports the Synchronized Multimedia Interchange Language. VeeJay (http://veejay.dyne.org) is a visual instrument and video sampler that lets users play and mix the video in real time.

These components use various programming languages, such as Java, C++, and Python. Many of the projects offer interfaces that can make their integration easier. For example, ConceptNet, LifeNet, and the Ambulant Player run XML-RPC servers, enabling other servers to access their functionality without linking their code. Multimedia tools, such as VeeJay, offer the Open Sound Control interface. NeXTeNS and HandVu offer TCP interfaces. You can control the VLC player through a built-in HTTP or Telnet server. Other components don’t provide explicit service interfaces, so you must use them as libraries to compile and link with your applications.
The AMICO infrastructure provides a unified view of different communication interfaces.

- Support multiple integration interfaces and enable integration of new ones. Components from open source projects use diverse integration interfaces, none of which is predominant. Adapting components to one common interface is never an easy task, and it’s sometimes impossible.
- Enable flexible integration. Existing component integration systems often require developers to agree on many rules, such as naming conventions. Infrastructures that require such agreements restrict component reuse.
- Bridge data and temporal gaps. Low-level components, such as sensors, and higher level components, such as Web services, work with significantly different data structures and temporal constraints. For example, face-detector sensors can send dozens of UDP packets per second with simple data structures about detected events, while Web services use the more complex HTTP transport and XML-encoded data, incurring delays that sometimes measure in seconds. To integrate such components, the infrastructure must be able to abstract and map different data types supporting temporal functions, such as frequency filtering.
- Support fault tolerance. Many OSS components are still under development and often unstable. The infrastructure must therefore ensure that components that crash won’t cause other components to crash.
- Use open standards. Standardization is a significant driving force for progress because it codifies best practices, enables and encourages reuse, and facilitates interworking between complementary tools.
- Reduce the initial effort to develop a simple component. In other words, make simple things simple. Most COTS middleware infrastructures are powerful, but the initial effort to develop a simple component can be high.

The AMICO infrastructure

AMICO is a generic infrastructure that meets these requirements so that developers can rapidly prototype and experiment with OSS components. It’s available as an open source project at http://amico.sourceforge.net, where you’ll also find many examples.

Basic concepts

AMICO OSS is based on a publish-subscribe infrastructure for integrating loosely coupled services. In such infrastructures, a publisher updates a shared data repository. The publisher might or might not know or care whether any subscribers are listening for updates. The loosely coupled approach can be highly adaptable when using simple data structures, because new applications can use existing data in the model and add their own without breaking the infrastructure. Components communicate by exchanging events through a shared data repository consisting of named slots called variables. Components can update the variables and register for notifications about variable changes. Modules can also derive new variables by processing existing ones.

Figure 1 shows a UML class diagram of basic concepts of our integration infrastructure. Its core is the shared data repository called the communicator. Communication adapters update basic variables and register templates. The communicator registers each template with variables that trigger its evaluation and with a string that can replace parts with variable values. For example, a template string “SELECT <%=fields%> FROM <%=table%>” will return an SQL query that replaces <%=fields%> and <%=table%> with actual values of variables named fields and table. Each adapter receives a notification with populated templates (that is, templates whose variables are replaced with actual values). This notification will cause some adapter-specific action—for example, invoking the procedure whose parameter is the SQL SELECT statement.

Integration support for multiple interfaces

Up to this point, the infrastructure’s core resembles regular notification services. A first key difference derives from our requirement to support multiple integration interfaces. The AMICO infrastructure provides a unified view of different communication interfaces, implementing a common space for interconnecting them. As figure 2 shows, we’ve supported several widely used communication protocols, such as XML-RPC, Open Sound Control (OSC), URL, and SOAP, as well as many application-specific adapters (see figure 2a). The infrastructure is extensible, so developers can add new communication interfaces. Figure 2b and 2c show Java code fragments for updating infrastructure variables by using XML-RPC and OSC interfaces, respectively. Figure 2d
and 2e show fragments of the adapter’s configuration files for mapping variable updates to XML-RPC method calls and OSC messages, respectively.

One main reason AMICO supports multiple interfaces is that many developers are familiar with only one interface standard and, sometimes, haven’t even heard of others. In these cases, it was easier to extend AMICO with a new integration interface than to adapt the components to one common interface.

**Flexible component integration**

AMICO enables flexible system configuration through the derivation of new named slots, or variables. New variables are derived using a set of transformations, defined in XSLT, a standardized, commonly used transformation script language. Figure 3 presents an example XSLT fragment transformation that derives the variable \textit{distance-rank} from the variable \textit{distance}.

An important goal of our transformation framework is to enable variable transformations in several steps. For example, in sensing-based systems, you can start from low-level sensor data and transform it into intermediate variables. Other transformations can then use these intermediate variables to derive application-specific variables. Using intermediate variables can also simplify integration of new sensing modules: you can reuse transformations from intermediate to application-specific variables and add only transformations of application-specific variables to intermediate variables. Although components can use the same variables, we propose deriving variables in several layers in accordance with the ideas of model-driven transformations.

The infrastructure also lets you dynamically load and unload transformation scripts. In this way, you can reconfigure the infrastructure on the fly, which lets you support, for example, interaction with a newly registered device or a user’s interaction modality preferences.

**Bridging semantic and temporal gaps**

The transformations also provide the means for bridging the different abstraction levels found in different data structures. Transformations can abstract low-level data so that an application doesn’t receive all low-level events. For example, it might receive notification only when a user enters a certain area in a camera’s visual field or exceeds a motion-detection threshold.

Transformations can also solve the problem of different component temporal constraints. Transformations can use time stamps to derive new slots that are updated with lower frequency, allowing higher level modules to ignore other updates. This can simplify modules because they don’t have to change to meet other modules’ synthetic and temporal constraints. It also makes module reuse easier.

Because AMICO can work with significantly
Figure 2. Example AMICO interfaces and code fragments. (a) The infrastructure supports a wide range of communication interfaces (orange) and many application-specific adapters (green). Java code fragments show how to update variables using (b) XML-RPC and (c) OSC interfaces as well as adapter configuration files for mapping variables updates to (d) XML-RPC method calls and (e) OSC messages.
different data and temporal constraints, we were also able to use it as a simple integrator for existing Web services. For example, we integrated Google and Yahoo search services with other (lower level) components.

**Other requirements**

AMICO’s loosely coupled approach is inherently fault tolerant. Components run as independent processes. So, if one component crashes, it doesn’t affect other components, even though the functionality of the system as a whole is usually affected.

The basic AMICO technologies include XML, Java, and Internet protocols, all using open standards. Using open standards also enables reuse of existing solutions, such as XML/XSLT editors.

The infrastructure requires neither significant changes to existing OSS components nor specialized and complex tools to tailor new applications. AMICO provides a declarative XML platform abstraction, configuring all communication interfaces and transformations in XML/XSLT files. This enables system configuration with ordinary text editors and without compilation. We’ve also created tools to help both developers and end users. For example, AMICO:CALC is an OpenOffice Calc extension that lets users rapidly configure and connect components through a spreadsheet.

**Two example implementations**

With the AMICO infrastructure, we’ve integrated dozens of OSS components and rapidly prototyped many interactive solutions. Two relatively complex examples illustrate the use of diverse components through diverse interfaces.

Figure 4a shows an application configuration that uses camera-based face detection to control the playback of multimedia player components. This example also uses an RFID reader, the Sesame RDF server, a multilingual server (MLIF) developed by one of our partners, several text-to-speech (TTS) engines, as well as several multimedia players. The RFID reader is a hardware component, but the AMICO framework lets us treat it as an RS-232 (serial) interface component. We developed a simple adapter to map the RS-232 communication protocol to TCP. This lets the RFID reader update a variable through detected user IDs. The application then uses these IDs to derive a query for the Sesame RDF repository, which contains user profiles. The Sesame adapter updates a new variable with an XML-encoded user profile. Using a built-in XML processor, the application then extracts more atomic values from user profiles, such as user language or age. The language profile determines appropriate messages and TTS engines.

The face detector determines how many people are in front of the screen and their distances from it. The application uses these parameters to control the playback of multimedia players and to send messages to the user. If no one is in front of the screen, the playback stops. It starts up again and continues if the face detector senses at least one person. If a person is too close to the screen, then playback stops again, and the application speaks to the user through a TTS engine. The MLIF prepares the message in the user’s language. The application runs several TTS engines simultaneously. Each engine is registered for different application-specific variables derived from the language-specific message. Each time, the application derives just one of these variables, triggering just the TTS engine that can support the user’s language. If no TTS engine exists for a specific user language, the application defaults to the English engine.

Figure 4b illustrates the integration of more complex devices. Institute V2_ from Rotterdam is developing a biometric pillow with em-

---

```xml
<variables>
  <variable name="distance">1.5</variable>
</variables>

<xsl:template match="/variables/variable[@name='distance']">
  <variable name='distance-rank'>
    <xsl:if test="current() >= 1">ok</xsl:if>
    <xsl:if test="current() < 1">too-close</xsl:if>
  </variable>
</xsl:template>

<variables>
  <variable name="distance">1.5</variable>
  <variable name="distance-rank">ok</variable>
</variables>
```

Figure 3. An example XSLT fragment: (a) basic variable distance, (b) variable transformation to distance-rank, and (c) derived and basic variables.
Figure 4. Two example configurations of the Amico infrastructure: (a) camera-based face detection used to control the playback of the multimedia players and (b) integration of more complex devices.
bedded sensors for pressure, galvanic skin response, movement patterns, and presence. We integrated this system with the AMICO infrastructure through the OSC interface. The system also uses this interface for communication between the pillow’s hardware and driver software. In this scenario, we configured the system so that pressure on different pillow areas generates discrete actions. The system then maps these actions to multimedia player commands that control sound intensity and playback and send a message to the user. We reused the components from the first example by adding a mapping from one variable—a variable that the pillow updates through the OSC interface—to other variables.

All the components used in these examples are relatively simple and unaware of other components. They update the infrastructure variables through the interfaces that are easiest to implement. For each scenario, we’ve provided different configurations with variable transformations. For example, figure 5 illustrates variable transformations from our first example. The face detector updates its application-specific variable by sending coordinates of detected faces over a UDP interface. The infrastructure then runs transformations that derive intermediate variables: one describing the number of detected faces and, for each face, a variable containing its coordinates. The number of faces directly correlates to platform-independent variables representing the number of people in the room. The face coordinates facilitate derivation of the average face height, which roughly correlates to the distance of people from the camera. The system can then use the derived distance variable to change the variables used to control content presentation, such as volume intensity or font size.

Although we could directly obtain playback controls from a sensor variable, deriving variables in several layers is more flexible. For example, we could have derived the playback control from a speech recognizer that updates the same variable. In this way, we could control the player through speech or motion, but we wouldn’t have to reconfigure the system because all the sensing modules update the same variables. They just use different transformations. Depending on the media player used, the system can transform playback control variables into XML-RPC function calls (Ambulant Player), HTTP GET requests (VLC player), OSC messages (VeeJay), or TCP messages (Scripting applet).

**Discussion**

Our work raises two questions: one regarding its implications for OSS developers who...
wish to make their software easier to use with other applications and the other regarding observed performance issues.

Simplifying OSS component integration

When OSS components offer their functionality through open communication interfaces, integration with AMICO is straightforward: you just edit configuration files. When the components don’t do so, you must implement adapters to turn the component into a simple standalone service. To make rapid prototyping easier, we encourage OSS developers to include such standalone service-oriented examples with their distributions. Building, installing, and running standalone programs is usually straightforward, even for users who aren’t familiar with the technology that a component uses—that is, even if you don’t know Python or Java, it’s still relatively easy to install Python or Java interpreters and to build and run Python or Java applications). When you include service-oriented examples with your distributions, applications written in other languages can use your components, even without middleware infrastructures such as AMICO. For example, you can expose a component’s functions with the Python OSC server library, which other components can access through Java or C++ OSC client libraries.

Adapting OSS components to standalone services doesn’t require changing the basic component functionality. You need only add code that offers the functionality through any of the supported open communication interfaces, such as those shown in figure 2. As a starting point for these adaptations, we’ve often used examples and demo programs that come with OSS distributions. For instance, OpenCV comes with several demo programs, illustrating many of the library’s possible uses. We’ve adapted several of these demo programs by adding a simple part to connect the component with AMICO. For example, in the face-detection example, an original demo program detected the faces and wrote the coordinates on the console. We modified this program into a simple “push” server that, instead of writing data to the console, sent the detected coordinates as UDP packages to AMICO using a C socket library. For components that require bidirectional and more complex communication, we usually use TCP-based interfaces, such as XML-RPC.

AMICO performance issues

The communication interfaces and mediated interaction reduce system performance compared with more tightly coupled components. The exact performance overhead depends on the component network distribution, the AMICO transformation complexity, the integration interfaces, and the OSS component memory and processor overhead. AMICO comes with several tools that can help developers measure delay and identify performance bottlenecks. For the example applications described earlier, performance has been satisfactory, introducing processing overhead of less than 50 microseconds.

Although this delay is acceptable for most interactive applications, AMICO isn’t suitable for real-time applications. It makes no guarantees regarding the data transmission speed. Extending its current best-effort model to support performance requirements of real-time applications is a subject of our future work.

The communication interface a developer uses can significantly influence performance. For example, our partners often use XML-RPC because, in many programming languages, it requires adding just a few lines of code. Although much more functional, this interface is significantly slower than the UDP-based interfaces that are often used in real-time applications and games. However, adding such a low-level interface to your application can require significant programming effort if the component exchanges complex data structures.

We’re working on connecting AMICO with other environments, such as Web browsers and end-user programming tools, to further support rapid application development. We also plan to use this platform in education, where students can compose complex interactive environments without extensive programming. This project uses an extension of AMICO that supports component integration on the basis of a distributed logic programming paradigm.14

We hope our decision to make the AMICO infrastructure an open source project will lead to more applications and encourage further discussions about efficient ways to exploit OSS’s huge reusability potential. We encourage OSS developers to make their software easier to integrate by adopting our approach
or something similar. AMICO can cover many developer needs for rapid prototyping and component testing. Moreover, as an open source project, you can adapt it and extend it further. Feel welcome to contribute.
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